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Influence oflow-frequency (LF) vibrations on growth process m1d 
crystal perfection miginating from vibrational control of melt flows m1d 
heat-mass trm1sfer at crystal growth excite now 1ising interest of both 
ciystallographers m1d hydromechmlics. The practical importm1ce of forced 
vibrational convection connected with the fact that the introdusing flows 
allow to influence on CI)'Stal quality, to control temperature field, thickness 
ofboundmy layer m1d to supress temperature oscillations in the melt nem 
the interface by the complex interaction with flows of natural m1d 
thennocapillmy convections. 

Experiments on grow1h of doped yttrium-scm1dium-gallium gm11et 
(Tm = 2156 K) by CZ-technique were cm1ied out with applying ofLF
vibrations with frequencies m1d m11plitudes prelinlinmy detemlined by 
physical modelling of the process. Microprobe m1alysis of grown crystals 
shows essential positive effect of the LF-vibrations on crystc'll perfection. 
In pmticulm·, LF-vibrations cm1 reduce t1uctuations of dopm1t concentration 
m1d related stJiations in the c1ystal at least by one half. They also Cffil 
provide flat inte1face due to sn·ong influence on heat-mass n·m1spm1 
processes nem·the front of ciystailization. 

MS16.03.03 LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY OF HTc SUPER
CONDUCTORS. P. Gernert, T. Aichele, S. Bornmm1n, C. Dubs, 
Institut fiir Physikalische Hochtechnologie e.Y., Helmholtzweg 4, 
PF 100 239, D-07702 Jena, Ge1111any 

YBa2Cu307-x films were grown on (110) NdGa03 substrates 
by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) using the "step cooling technique". A 
trm1sition from c-axis to a- axis orientation could be observed with 
increasing undercooling for different flux melt compositions. 
Polygonized macrosteps were revealed optically at c- ax.is films grown 
at small undercoolings. Atomic force nlicroscopy (AF1VI) measure
ments show that macrosteps me composed of a multitude of smaller 
growth steps. Besides decorated step structures were found on ter
raced surfaces between the macrosteps. The high quality of epitaxy 
has been confirmed by X-ray diffraction measurements showing 
rocking curve widths (FWHM) of 0.2-0.3° for the (005) film reflec
tion. Larger undercoolings of the flux melts result in mixed c/a-axis 
growth and finally in a-axis growth repm1ed already emlier. 

MS16.03.04 GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
C6o AND C7o CRYSTALS. Kenichi Kojima and Masaru 
Tachibana, Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Yokohama 
City University, 22-2 Seto, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama 236, Japan 

The success in efficiently synthesizing fullerenes has generated much 
interest in the physical properties of tl1is new class of molecu]m· crystals. 
The grmvth of single c1ystals witl1lligh quality is required for studies on 
tl1e intJinsic physical properties. In tllis work, C60 m1d C 70 C!)'Stals of 
lm·ge size m1d high quality were grown from vapor by a continuous pull
ing tech!lique, m1d their perfection were exm11ined by X-ray topography 
m1d etclling metl1od. 

C6o Ciystals of small size were used as the source material, which 
was deposited onto tl1e closed end of a pyrex tube. The tube was evacu
ated to l-3xJQ-6 Torr m1d tl1en sealed off. T11e tube was placed in a hmi
zontal furnace witl1 two oppositely miented temperature gradients, where 
tile temperature of tile middle pmtion of tile fum ace was kept at 530°C 
m1d its opposite sides were at 580°C. The tube was advm1ced towm-ds tl1e 
somce at a pulling rate of 1 em/day in tl1e furnace. After 3-4 days, C60 
crystals up to a size of about 8x4x3 mm3 were grown at the nliddle of the 
furnace. C70 c1ystals were also grown in tile sm11e way as C6Q. Here it 
was necessmy to use higher temperatures of tile fumace since tile vapor 

pressure for c 70 is lower tllffil tllat for c60· 

T11e perfection of tl1e grown C60 Ciystals witl1 fcc stJ11ctmes were 
exm11ined by synchrotron topography. Some of dislocations were indi
vidually observed. Most of tl1eir Bmgers vectors were identified to be 1/ 
2<110>. Moreover, dislocation etch pits were observed by immersing 
tl1e grown C60 cqstals into toluene for 5 seconds. From tl1e disnibution 
of tlle etch pits, tl1e dislocation density in most of tl1e grown c1ystals was 
estimated to be less tl1m1 104 /cm2. 

To mal(e sure of tl1e chmacteristics of defects, tl1e mechmlical prop
erties, such as hmdness and plasticity, ofC60 m1d C7o crystals were inves
tigated using tl1e microindentation technique. 

MS16.03.05 CRYSTAL GROWTHAND CHARACTERIZA
TION OF NLO ACTIVE ORGANIC INCLUSION COM
POUNDS. Ji.irg Hulliger, Olaf Konig, Vera Kramer-Boss, Insti
tute oflnorg., Analyt. m1d Physical Chemistry, University ofBeme, 
Switzerland. 

Design of efficient orgmlic nonlinem· optical (NLO) materials at
tempts a moleculm hyperpolmizability 13= up to a value close to 1 0'000 
1 Q-40m+N m1d seeks for m1 orientation of 13=- axes tl1at opti.nlizes eitller 
frequency doubling (SHG) or tl1e elecn·o-optic (EO) effect of macro
scopic crystals [1-3]. 

On account of a low yield [1-3] of crystal stJ11ctures providing a 
pm·allel alignment of dipoles (max. EO effect), recent interest focused on 
t11e packing of NLO molecules along pmallel chm1nels of inclusion type 
lattices [ 4]. When compared to other host materials [5], 
perhydroniphenylene (PHTP) worked out to be ideally suited [6,7] to 
include a vmiety of linemly shaped NLO entities of tl1e A-rr-D type (A, 
D: acceptor, donor group, respectively; rr: tlliophene, stilbene, polyphenyl, 
polyacetylene). SHG powder tests revealed tl1at PHTP-(A-rr-D) inclu
sion for111ation produces polm· materials at a yield of mound 75% tllat is 
3 times lligher tl1m1 found for coiTesponding single component systems. 
Clystals ofPHTP-(A-rr-D) were grown by (i) conn·olledisothennal evap
oration of2-butm10ne orpm·aldehyde, (ii) tl1e temperature difference tech
nique, m1d (iii) by sublimation [8]. 
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N.I.; Koporulina, E.V.; Belokoneva, E.L.; Titov, Yu.V., Moscow 
State University, Russia 

The crystals of solid solutions based on the YAl3(B03)4, 
NdAl3(B03)4 and GdAl3(B03)4 borates with huntite type struc
ture (R32 space group) are excellent materials for laser and acous
tic devices [1,2]. However, the NdAl- and GdAl-borates and their 
solid solutions tend to the phase transitions from huntite type struc
ture into monoclinic modifications [3]. The purpose of the present 
work was to establishe a correlation between the growth condi
tions, con tens of crystals and phase transitions in (Y,Nd)Al3(B03)4 
and (Y,Gd)Al3(B03)4 solid solutions. 

These crystals were grown from a K2Mo30JO- containing 
fluxed melts in temperature range 1060-990°C (spontm1eous crys
tallization) or l050-1010°C (TSSG). 

The distribution coefficient (K=Cs/Cl) was estimated to be 


